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The concept for *Cracked Media* initially came to me while listening to a track from the German band Oval. It was 1997 and the music was so foreign to me at that time that I couldn’t help but try to grasp the reason for its existence. Some years later this problem lead me to Sydney where I was supervised in doctoral research by Douglas Kahn. He was certainly a exacting taskmaster, which led to long one-on-one meetings and many, many failed attempts at getting words on paper. I wish to thank him for his continuing support. After Doug returned to America I changed supervisors for a recent graduate of Doug’s, Mitchell Whitelaw. Mitchell had the good luck of getting the final writing and rewriting stages of the research, and I am heavily indebted to his care and attention to words and their stringing together. Both Doug and Mitchell are key figures behind this research and I thank them again here.

I am extremely grateful and lucky to have had the advice and input from two primary readers, Peter Blamey and Ann Finegan. These two have at varying points in the writing of this book given advice and positive support. I also feel great gratitude to Roger Conover for his support from my initial queries through to the
publication of the book and to Judith Feldmann for her meticulous editing of the text.

My thanks is also extended to all those who played a part in this research over the years, many through various conversations, formal and informal. Reiko Tomii has aided in my attempts to understand issues in Japanese culture and seems always available for advice. I would specifically like to thank these practitioners (I still haven’t worked out a word that covers the art–music–performance–composition divide) who have been especially generous with their time: Nicolas Collins, Michael Graeve, Milan Knížák, Christian Marclay, Frank Metzger, Sebastian Oschatz, Philip Samartzis, and Yasunao Tone.

Finally, for reading and rereading, financially supporting me, and staying on my case, I wish to thank Lynn Kelly.